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Still life photos

We are excited to have another guest post from our Associate Beauty Editor Melanie Rud Chadwick, who shares the best tips for looking your best in a photograph. We have used a beautiful photograph of our own beautiful product analyst Emily Weinberger (right in the photograph) as a good example. Along with beach
days and barbecues, there is another inevitable part of summer photos. And whether it's a wedding or the annual family road trip, your photo will no doubt be snapped over and over again... and simultaneously posted on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter ... So what can you do to see camera-ready? Here, some of my
favorite tricks, plus expert advice from my good friend, celebrity makeup artist Neil Scibelli. Try these tips and you don't even need that Instagram filter. 1. Tamp down shine. Rising temps and humidity can make the skin start gleaming (and not in a good way). To keep your look dewy, not bold, focus on eliminating shine
right along your T-Zone, scibelli says. A quick dusting of a translucent powder, like Jouer Mattifying Translucent Powder ($30, jouerkosmetics.com), over the forehead, down the nose, and on the chin does wonders. 2. Create an optical illusion. If your skin is less than perfect, there is a cool new category of skin perfectors
on the market that uses ingredients like silica and microprisms to help diffuse light and blur-out imperfections, making the skin look perfectly smooth. And unlike the primer, which is supposed to go on under makeup, this can be dabbed over makeup pre-photo opp. One to try: L'Oréal Paris Revitalift Miracle Blur Oil-Free
($25, pharmacy). 3. Make eyes pop. To make your eyes appear larger in pictures, try lining your lower caps along the outer edge, closest to the lashes. Avoid promoting the inner rims, which close in the eye shape, Scibelli suggests. If you have fair skin, stick to softer colors like chocolate or navy blue; medium to darker
skin tones may use charcoal or black. His choice: Make Up For Ever Aqua Eyes ($19, Sephora.com). 4. Beware of bronzer. While a faux glow is great, avoid shimmering bronzers when you're supposed to be in front of the camera. A camera flash will pick up all the light reflecting pigments in the shimmer—which will
make it seem like your whole face is shiny, scibelli says. A matte version, like Tarte Cosmetics Smooth Operator in Bronze ($29, Ulta), delivers color without unwanted sheen. 5. It's all about the angle. Pictures taken from below flatter no one (trust me, I learned this very important lesson from experience). Ask your
photog to aim straight at, or better yet, a little from above. This is especially important when taking a selfie—it's the easiest way to avoid dreading the double chin! This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported into this page to help users enter their email addresses. You find more information about
and similar content on piano.io 1 of 70 1950 In the 1950s, the offices had their own operator and calls were connected through a series of switches. What about the call waiting? 2 of 70 1951 Back when mail was the primary source of communication between companies, U.S. Postal Service employees had their work cut
out for them. 3 of 70 1952 A man and woman are floored by the modern convenience of a mechanical laying machine. (Who knew that one day we would have them on our phones?) 4 of 70 1953 An IBM operator feeds paper into a revolutionary accounting machine. 5 of 70 1954 An open floor layout in a 1950s office
has rows of desks and an area in the center where a group of male employees are gathered. 6 of 70 1955 Even in the 50s, coffee was everything. A reporter at a British newspaper guzzles down her morning cup of Joe while on a phone call at her desk. 7 of 70 1956 Files was king back in the day and it was important to
keep a neat desktop and efficient system so you don't lose anything. Here, a clerk scrolls through her filing cabinet. 8 of 70 1957 The early model of the computer was introduced to offices in the late 50's and a machine took up almost an entire room. 9 of 70 1958 A female employee uses her rotating phone and
typewriter at her desk. 10 of 70 1959 In the late 50's and early 60's the offices became more modern. Here is a recently renovated lobby by General Motors, with an elegant marble staircase. 11 of 70 1960 An aerial view of lower Manhattan shows the many office buildings that make up the financial industry. 12 of 70
1961 A woman tests the effectiveness of a mimeography machine, which acts as a stencil duplicator for copying files. 13 of 70 1962 A group of advertising executives discusses a campaign in their office over cigarettes. 14 of 70 1963 An interior design student works on a model of a modern office space. 15 out of 70
1964 Employees are in good spirits at an office party for the Keystone Press Agency. 16 of 70 1965 A mid-century modern executive office stands tall within NYC's skyline. All that's missing is Don Draper. 17 of 70 1966 A decade later, the office computer is still huge, but at least the newest model fits on a desktop. 18 of
70 1967 A secretary uses a loud speaker connected to her phone to write up the message dictated to her. 19 of 70 1968 The receptionist at the renovated Time Life office sits at a round desk under an abstract ceiling. 20 of 70 1969 The most popular career of the decade was by far Pan Am pilot and flight attendant. With
air travel relatively new, every child wanted to earn their wings when they were growing up. 21 of 70 1970 A group of protesters stormed the offices of male editors of the Ladies' Home Journal and staged a sit-in to advocate for the magazine to hire more women. 22 of 70 1971 Another testing an open floor plan, this time
using booths. 23 of 70 1972 Actress Mary Mary Moore exploded onstage as the female lead in The Mary Tyler Moore Show. The series was seen as revolutionary and followed Mary as she lived, worked and dated in NYC, without focusing solely on finding a man. 24 of 70 1973 A woman and two of her male colleagues
are seen collaborating during a meeting. 25 of 70 1974 A male employee replaces the magnetic tape of the office's data storage unit. 26 of 70 1975 An assistant to the editor of Glamour magazine finishes his work with the help of a type writer. 27 of 70 1975 Long lines are formed at the unemployment office in Missouri as
more and more people are out of work due to Chrysler car factory closure nearby. 28 of 70 1976 Former First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis takes on a new role as book editor at Viking Press. 29 of 70 1978 An office worker uses a current computer model to check an invoice. 30 of 70 1979 A businessman speaks on
the phone while hard working in his woodpanel office. This site is not available in your country
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